Landesbank Baden-Württemberg

Transaction Review.
LBBW Leads new €2.025bn 10-year NRW Sustainability Bond.
6 March 2018

Final Terms
Issuer:

Bookrunner:

LBBW, CA CIB, HSBC, Rabobank, UniCredit

Ratings:

Aa1 Moody’s / AA- S&P / AAA Fitch

Issue Size:

EUR 2,025,000,000

Format:

Landesschatzanweisung; off the Issuer’s DIP

Coupon:

0.95% fixed

Tenor:

10-year

Trade Date:

6 March 2018

Settlement Date:

13 March 2018 (t+5)

Maturity Date:

13 March 2028

Reoffer Price:

99.697%

Reoffer Spread:

Midswaps -14 basis points

Govt. Spread:

DBR 0.5% 02/28 +28.5bps (Ref. px 98.11%)

Denomination:

EUR 1k+1k

Listing:

Düsseldorf / German Law

ISIN Code:

DE000NRW0K03

Final Orderbook:

>2.4bn

Involved Investors:

75

Transaction Details
 On Tuesday March 6th, LBBW successfully priced a new €2.025bn
10-year Sustainability Benchmark bond for the German Federal
State of NRW. With this 4th bond of its kind, the State printed the
largest NRW Sustainability bond as yet - and indeed one of the
largest German Federal State transactions on record.
 Following a more cautious market backdrop during Monday
morning (US trade tariffs rhetoric & Italian elections), the issuer
and the lead banks on this transaction decided to approach the
market with a 2-step execution. IOIs were collected during Monday
afternoon with IPTs of midswaps -12bps area. With circled demand
of €750mm, books were opened the following morning at m/s 12bps area. Within the hour, demand grew to >€1.7bn, and the
guidance was revised down by 1bp. Another 30mins into the
process & on the back of demand >€2.3bn, the spread was fixed
at m/s -14bps – resulting in a concession of 1-2bps vs. fair value.
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 The transaction follows a 2-week roadshow across Asia and
Europe, which had been announced to the market on Feb 7th and
during which the issuer updated investors on the NRW credit in
general as well as its sustainability bond programme and the use
of proceeds within the framework.
 Over and above the record-breaking size of the transaction, the
issuer further achieved a record distribution for a (€-denominated)
bond of its kind to accounts away from its German domestic
sponsorship. Almost 70% was placed in France, the UK, Benelux,
Scandinavia, Asia and other parts of Europe. Dedicated SRI
investors played a strong role in the transaction, which - by
investor type - was most prominently bought by Banks (>50%),
followed by Funds and Central Banks / Official Institutions.
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Disclaimer
This publication is for informational purposes only. The information contained herein has been obtained from,
and any opinions herein are based upon, sources believed the bank to be reliable, but which may not have
been independently verified, and no guarantees, representations or warranties are made as to its accuracy,
completeness or suitability for any purpose.
Any opinion or estimate expressed in this publication is our current opinion as of the date of this report and is
subject to change without notice. The distribution of this publication in certain jurisdictions may be restricted
by law and persons into whose possession this document comes are required by the bank to inform
themselves about and to observe such restrictions.

The bank and/or its affiliates may have a position or engage in transactions in any of the financial instruments
or securities mentioned. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
security or any other financial instrument.
It is intended for the information of the bank 's business and professional clients only, and is not issued to,
may not be passed on to, may not be suitable for, and must not be relied on by, persons who are private
customers. No part of this publication may be copied or redistributed to other persons or firms without the
prior written approval of the bank.

